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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes methods that replace a missing triphone with a new one selected or created by existing triphones, 

and compares the results. The recognition system uses DMS (Dynamic Multisection) model for acoustic modeling. DMS is 
one of the statistical recognition techniques proper to a small - or mid - size vocabulary system, while HMM (Hidden 

Markov Model) is a probabilistic technique suitable for a middle or large system. Accordingly, it is reasonable to use an 
effective algorithm that is proper to DMS, rather than using a complicated method like a polyphone clustering technique 

employed in HMM-based systems.

In this paper, four methods of filling missing triphones are presented. The result shows that a proposed replacing

algorithm works almost as well as if all the necessary 

word DMS speech recognizer.

triphones existed. The experiments are perfonned on the 500+

I. Introduction

The phone is the acoustic model unit generally being 
used in the speech recognizer. This small unit requires 
just a little memory, compared with the other larger units 

such as syllable or word, but it varies its acoustic 
feature considerably depending on the environment with 

which the phone is surrounded. Even though the number 

of cottext-independent 恤｝nes (mane耳血ones) is not large, as we 

consider a phone surrounded by different phones, the 

number of context-dependent phones becomes big. This kind 
of context-dependent phone is also called 'polyphone'. Many 

recognizers use polyphones, and especially triphones, 
which are basically phones observed in the context of 
given preceding and succeeding phones (±1), and have been 

the most common for many years[l]. The polyphone is 
still one single phone which is modeled depending on its 

context. There are wider context-dependent acoustic models 
than the triphone. If two phones are considered on each 

side of a center phone (±2), it becomes quintphone.
Finke and Rogina[2] in the WSJ(Wall Street Journal) 

data base show how many different models are obtained 

when using different context sizes. The number of 

models of context-width 1 (triphone) was approximately 
35,000, context-width 2 (quintphone) was 130,000 and 
context-width 3 was 160,000. These figures are not
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always the same as when the another text corpus is 

used, but it gives us an estimation of how many 

different models can exist.
Having a complete set of polyphones is almost 

impossible. When a new word is registered, acoustic 
models for the phones in the word should be found in a 

polyphone database. If there is no exact model, then the 
closest model is substituted for the missing polyphone. 

One possible way to solve this problem in HMM 
(Hidden Markov Model) is to use a decision tree[3-4]. 
All the polyphones sharing a common center phone are 
clustered into a tree and each leaf has its own weight 
vector corresponding to the shared code book. This is an 

effective way to reduce the number of polyphones and 
find a good replacement.

Another technique is required for different acoustic 
modeling. The system described in this paper is based on DMS 
(Dynamic Multisection) model [5], which is different 
from HMM, and context clustering tree technique is not 
applicable directly to DMS. The system is designed for the 
isolated-word recognition of 500+ words using triphones[6]. 

Because of the native features of DMS, each triphone 

has its own code book; there are no weight vectors as 
in HMM, and, further, DMS has a length information in 
each section, which makes triphones hard to share their 

codebooks. If a new word is registered in a dictionary 
and a new triphone is required that is not registered in 
acoustic models, the system has to prepare the triphone 
by either replacing it with an existing one or creating a 
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new one. In this paper, four different methods of preparing 
new triphone are presented and experimental results are 
shown. The recognition system is described briefly in 
section 2, replacement methods in section 3 and the 

experimental results are shown in section 거.

II. Dms-Based Recogntion System

The system is designed originally for real time, isolated/- 

continuous word speech recognition using DMS triphone 

acoustic models. In this paper, however, only vocabulary

independent isolated speech recognition part is described. 
The overall system block diagram is shown in Fig 1.

Fig니re 1. Block diagram of recognition system.

of triphones, which should be found in triphone DB. All 
the possible triphones, however, are not registered in the 
triphone database; when a triphone is required, a replace

ment technique is applied here and it produces a replaceable 

triphone that is the closest to the required one. A 
detailed description of these replacement techniques is 

given in the next section.

III. Replacement Methods

One triphone model consists of three different sections 

(or states) in this system, which possibly represent left, 
center and right parts of a phone depending on the 

context. These triphones are stored in triphone data base 
(Fig 2). Suppose B is a complete set of phones, 

Ph Pb Triphone R=1啟於」*) represents a

center phone 员,which is surrounded by a left phone p\ 

and a right phone 力;.For instance, a phone sequence of 

/# a b c d #/ can be represented by a triphone sequence 
of /a(#,b) b(a,c) c(b,d) d(c,#)/, where # is a silence.

(a)

Triphone name Model

E = P\Cp\iPi) acoustic model of P\(Pi > P\ )

acoustic model of

Pl=p:(p'"p:) acoustic model of Pi)

Pm ~ Pm(Pm，Pm acoustic model of Pm (Pm » Pm)

In the recognition phase, the recognizer uses two major 

data base sources - triphone DB and tree-structured 
lexicon. The triphone DB is a collection of triphones that are 

placed linearly in a file. In the tree-structured lexicon, two or 
more words which contain the same initial phones, share 
a single sequence of phone models. The exiting tree search 
algorithm to find a word in a tree-structured lexicon is 

quite efficient to speed up the recognition process, a효d it is 
used on a widespread basis in the main decoding process[7].

The flat-structured lexicon, which is a basic form of the 

tree-structured lexicon, is produced by *word-to-phone 

transformer* taking an input of a ASCII format file, 
* word-dictionary * together with the file, 'word-phone 

transform rules*. The only thing a user has to do to 
initialize the recognizer is to create a word-dictionary.

When an input pattern is compared with words in the 
lexicon, the tree-structured lexicon requires specific type

G I I I

Co Ca Ci2

(b)

Figure 2. Triphone data base structure (a) and structure of 
each triphone (b) Each triphone has three sections 
and each section has one vector.

Method 1 - Using PDT
This is a simple algorithm. A required triphone is 

taken from one of the existing triphones. The algorithm 

selects one triphone that is the closest to the required 
one, and replaces it. To do this, we have to know the 

distance between two triphones. However, it is not 
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possible to get the acoustic distance between required 

triphone and existing one, because the required one is not 
registered. We o미y can get the distance of phonemic 

symbols. To do this, a matrix called PDTXPhone Distance 

Table) is used. This table contains pseudo-acoustic
distances between phones (Fig 3). The distance is 
determined logically under the consideration of phonetics. 
For instance, the distance between completely different 
groups of phonemes - like plosives and vowels - is set to 

20 and between phonemes within same group - like 
weak explosives(P, T) - to 1. This might not be the best 
way to determine the distances, but it is one of several 

possible ways.

The distance dP(PitX) between two triphones (PitX) 

is obtained by simply looking up the table PDT.

如巳,X)=姒怵旳+妳那*)+右3；財)

where, dq(at Z>) is the value taken from the table 

PDT - row a and column b.

The closest triphone Y is obtained using the 

following equation.

y=福書g如

Figure 3. PDT (Phone Distance Table).

K N T a e i

K 0

N 20 0

T 1 20 0

a 20 20 20 0

e 20 20 20 2 0

i 20 20 20 5 5 0

Method 2 - Replacing each section with a 
center section of other triphone
Lets suppose that, in the first method, the required 

triphone X= a{b, c) is replaced by X ="?(bt d)9 

where a, b, c, d GB. In this case, it is logical to 

suppose that right part (third section) of triphone X is 

not proper to the triphone X. By replacing the right part 

(third section) of the acoustic model X with a value 

closer to phone c, we will be able to get a better acoustic 

model of X'. Likewise, the same logic is applied to 

center and left phones. Here is the algorithm.

Required triphone

Triphone replaced by method 1 : Y— yc(ylt yO

if /司:

Get S =/(#,#) or get the closest triphone S from 

method 1

replace first section of ac이istic model Y with center 

section of acoustic model S

if xc4=yc :

Get S= %"#,#) or get the closest triphone S from 

method 1

replace center section of acoustic mod미 Y with 

center section of ac이］Stic model S

if xr^yr :

Get S=xr(#,#) or get the closest triphone S from 

method 1

replace last section of acoustic model Y with center 

section of acoustic model S

Method 3 - context니ndependent phone
This is an averaging technique. It takes all the 

triphones which have the same center phone as the 

required one( x°), to make a normalized model - this is 

quite the same as the context independent model.

y—足户

where, N is the number of P which is pc—xc.

Method 4 - separate calculation
Each section of the acoustic model is calculated 

separately and collected together. For left section, all the 

triphones which have the same context as xpcc on the left 

are accumulated and normalized to get L, and the first 

section of L is taken for the first section of Y. 

Likewise, for the center and right section, triphones 

which have the context of xc and x^r are averaged to get 

center and right section of K In this way, we get a 

new triphone acoustic model Y which represents local 

context well.

L = ±~ £ P
饥=지. pc=xc

C=击瑟F
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where, is the number of P which is Pi=X/ and 

pc—Xc，and so on for Nc and Nr Y takes left section 

from L, center section from C and right section from R.

L C R

IV. Experiments

4.1. Signal Processing
Input speech was sampled at the rate of 10kHz with 

16 bits resolution. LPC cepstrum coefficients of order 10 were 

extracted for a feature parameter. A frame size is 128 

samples and adjacent frames are separated by 12응 

samples.

4.2. Data base
Five hundred sixty-one (561) district names of Seoul 

and Pusan were recorded three times by two m이e 
speakers. First recording was used for training and two 

repetitions were used for baseline testing which doesn't need 

any triphone replacement. Another set of 120 human 

names and department names of a university was 

recorded twice by two same male speakers. These 

utterances were used only for testing.

4.3. Training
First repetition of 561 words is used to make a triphone 

data base. The number of triphones extracted from the 

set was 1103, which is not a complete set of triphones. 
Each triphone has three sections and each section has 

one codeword.

4.4. Testing
Fir마 testing (S-120) is to see how good the baseline 

performance is, when all the necessary triphones are in 

the triphone data base. Two re퐈etitions of 120 words - a 

subset of 561 words used for training - of two male 

speakers are tested and give 97.08% of recognition 

result. When the vocabulary size is increased to 561 
(S-561) - full set, recognition rate is 95.01%.

Second testing is based on the vocabulary of names of 

people and departments, which is a totally new set of 120 
word vocabulary. Among the required 1129 triphones, 

290 triphones are not found in the data base (25.7% 

missing). Table 1 shows the results of each test. Ml 

means method 1 described in section 3, etc.

Ta비e 4. Recognition Results.

S-120 S-561 Ml M2 M3 M4

Recognition 
Rate

97.08% 95.01% 86.67% 91.67% 92.50% 96.67%

V. Discussion

The recognition rate for the vocabulary set of 120 words 

with a complete triphone set is the best - 97.08%. As the 
size of vocabulary increases, the performance is expected 
to become lower. For the test vocabulary set of 561 

words, the recognition rate is 95.01%. Statistic시 methods 

(M3, M4) were always better than the other simple 

replacement methods (Ml, M2). When contextual inform

ation is considered (M2, M4), it gives better results than 

when it is not con京dered(Ml, M3). Method 4 turned 이it 

to be the most efficient way to replace missing DMS 
triphones among four algorithms, and the performance 

difference is only 0.41% in this case, that is almost 

comparable to the result when no triphone is missing.

VI. Con히usion

Four different methods which replace a missing 

triphone with a new one selected or created by existing 

triphones are proposed. The best result gave 96.67% of 

recognition rate when the vocabulary which misses 25.7% 

of triphone is used. That performance is sly 0.41% lower 
than the vocabulary set which has complete triphone models. 

This demonstrates that the proposed method M4 is very 

effective replacement m려hod in DMS recognition system.
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